
Story #9

1.____________________________________ 2._________________

at poetry––or so people told 1*________________________.

1.________________________________ refused to believe this, thinking 1#__________ 

big break would happen any 3.____________________________________________. After all,

1^___________________'d  only approached 4._______________________________ publishers

so far. 1^_____________________ was [were] sure 1#_______________________ latest poem, 

“5+________________________________________ 6+_____________________________________ 

in the 7+_____________________________________” would be 8._________________________ 
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by the masses and be 9.___________________________________________ relevant. 

1._________________________________ liked to read “5+_________________________ 

6+___________________________________ in the 7+_________________________________” to 

1$___________________________ every night. Now, in preparation, 1.___________________ 

fufed 1#____________________ favorite reading 10.___________________________________,

flled a(n) 11.______________________________ with alcoholic 12.________________________

for a nightcap, and put on 1#_________________ night–13._____________________________ 

that was lined with 14.__________________________ made out of 15._____________________

16.____________________________________ (made by 17.________________________________ 
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in 18.____________________________________________________).

All ready, 1.______________________________ grabbed the 19._____________________

that 1^___________________ used as a notebook and settled in with 1#__________________

poem. 1^________________________ teared up at the frst stanza:

“20.____________________________ 21._________________________ in time

 22.____________________________ the 23._____________________________

 24.__________________________ change to 25._________________________

 And 26._________________________ in the 27.__________________________”

1.________________________________ was 28._________________________________ struck by
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the emotion of the passage that night, and had to put it down for a moment of 

29.________________________________________. 

1^_______________________ felt too moved to continue reading, and thought 

1^________________'d  take a walk to a nearby park and pet the 30._______________________.

1^_______________ always gave them 31.______________________________________, so they

always 32.______________________________________ at 1#___________________ arrival.

Reaching the park, 1._________________________, as usual, 33.___________________ 

past the sign that said 34. “_________________________________________________________!

How many times do we have to tell you not to pet the 30.__________________________!?”
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1^____________________ never paid it any mind. 

1._______________________________ reached into 1#__________________ pocket full 

of 31._________________________________________–––the 30.____________________________

liked to be 35.__________________________________________–fed, and 1^________________ 

wanted to be prepared when 1^_____________________ got to them.

1._______________________________________ held out 1#_________________________ 

35._______________________________________________ coaxingly. Instead of their typical 

pleasant greeting, the 30._______________________________ 36._________________________ 

on top of 1._________________________________, pinning 1*______________ to the ground.
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37. “_________________________________________________!” 1.____________________

cried.

38. “___________________________________________________________!” said the lead

30._________________________. “You're being replaced, 39+____________________________.

We're dealing our own 31.________________________________________ now, and we don't 

need your interference.” 

“My name is 1.________________________________–––I've been coming here all this

time and sharing my 31._____________________________________ with you, and you don't

even know my name?”
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“You don't seem to understand the 40.______________________________________ of 

the situation. 41+_______________________________, clue 1*________________________ in.” 

A 30.__________________________ wearing brass 42._____________________________ moved

in and killed 1.______________________ 43.___________________________________________. 

44. “__________________________________________________! Now that's done!” said

the lead 30.______________________________. “41+____________________________________, 

you will handle distribution now.”

45. “________________________________________________________! I always wanted 

to be a mule!” said 41+_________________________________________. 
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The lead 30._________________________ back–46.______________________________ed

41+__________________________________________. 

“I won't have such shameful, 47.______________________________________ talk. We

are proud, 48._____________________________________ 30._____________________________. 

Now, let us build our 31.________________________________________ empire.”
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